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President’s Report 
 
Start with the positives. Tom’s Terrors (U6-1s) had a victory over Moorebank in a high scoring game where 
‘defence’ was probably not the most important thing. Playing in their own backyard, Burke’s 7-3s had a hard fought 
battle against Berala with the lead changing a number of times but came out right at the end! Making their first 
home game appearance of the season, Hayes’ 9s enjoyed the advantage and ran to a big lead early but then went 
to sleep – remember, a full 40 minutes boys. Over at Roberts, Linnegar’s 12s got the winning feeling back into their 
season with a tough win over the Tigers - Keep it going boys, you’re a good outfit. With many of our Saturday sides 
about to commence the second round, all have vowed to turn those 2 point losses of the first round into wins. 
Excellent. 

Once again we were spread ‘far and wide’ for our Sunday footy. The 15s got the bickies against Rego (just) in an 
ugly contest; the 19s smoked Livepool at Liverpool while the A grade went down to Hurstville at Hurstville. Coach 
Crackers has just had a second operation on his neck so we wish him a speedy recovery so he can continue to 
whip the A grade into shape. 

Training and Training shirts 

During the week all players in the Club were fitted out in sensational training shirts. These shirts were made 
possible by generous contributions from Club sponsors Daystar, MRM Logistics, Barber Crew, Globe Batteries, 
Goop Guys, Impact Project solutions and Club funds . Please don’t think the mere pittance you pay as registration 
fees cover things like training shirts. Extras like these (and presentation days and gifts) are made possible by 
raffles, BBQ, canteen and hard work. So next time you’re moaning “we’re on raffles” or BBQ, or canteen, have a 
look at the benefits your kids get from about 30 minutes of your time every few weeks. And now that we’re all well 
dressed for training, can we all get to training ON TIME please - if training starts at 5pm, you should be at the park 
ready to go at 4.55pm. Results come from good preparation on the training paddock, not  from being ‘dressed up’ 
as footballers. Time to kick it up a level. 

 
Go the Saints! 
 
John Grealy 

 
 
 



 
Round 4 Results 
 
 

  Opposition Venue Result For Against 

Team       

6.4 Rhinos Delauney Lost 4 36 

6.2 Dragons Clemton Lost 20 28 

6.1 Moorebank Delauney Won 38 26 

7.3 Bears Delauney Won 18 16 

7.1 Moorebank Delauney Lost 16 22 

8.3 Rhinos Delauney Lost 14 44 

8.2 East Hills Smith Park Lost 6 30 

8.1 Johnnies Delauney Lost 6 34 

9.2 Rhinos Delauney Won 28 16 

10.1 Bankstown Sports Folkes Lost 6 50 

11.3   BYE   

11.1 Dragons Clemton Lost 0 28 

12.3 Tigers Roberts Park Won 16 6 

12.1 Johnnies Jim Begnall Lost 6 28 

13.2 Bears Peter Hislop Lost 12 58 

14.1   BYE   

15.2 Regents Park Hammondville Won 24 22 

19 Liverpool CC Eschol Won 42 0 

A Hurstville Bexley Lost 10 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

U/6 Div 4   Lost 36-4 v Revesby Heights  
This week’s game was against a well drilled Rhinos side. The Rhinos got off to a quick start with a couple of 
passes down the blind side setting up their first try of the match. Our boys then made some good runs before 
Rhinos skipped away with another couple of tries. Noah then scored a good try just before the first break with a 
good run. Although the boys tried hard it was Rhinos who then scored the remaining tries of the match. A good 
effort against strong opposition 

 
 
 

U/6 Div 2 Lost 28-20 v Dragons 
 
On a dry but cold and windy morning at Clemton Park we came up against an organised looking Dragons side. The 
Saints had a good start to the match and Marcus Khoury made a fantastic run only to be stopped by a great tackle. 
Daniel also made a huge run, however he too was stopped by another great tackle from the Dragons. The Dragons 
then gained position following the first set and scored a length of the field try. Our boys tried very hard in the first 
third but were met with a strong defence. We managed to gain the ball back and Lachlan George made a great 
swerving run  to score under the posts. The Dragons then scored from the tap restart at the end of the first third. 
The Dragons came out strong in the second third and scored from the kick off. We got straight back at them though 
with Damon scoring on first touch, showing brilliant pace and direction to score under the posts. The Saints lifted 
their defence and Tommy, Damon, Lachlan and Marcus all made brilliant tackles to keep us in the game. Lachlan 
made another great run but was stopped by a try saving tackle.Tommy then made use of our field position with a 
great  run up to the line scoring a brilliant try. Once we gained back possession of the ball, Lucas McAndrew made 
an awesome swerving run but was brought down short. The set was finished off with Marcus making a driving run 
over the line to score,  making it even on the break. 
We started slow in the last third and dropped the ball from kick off, allowing the Dragons to score from our mistake. 
At the tap restart, The Dragons took advantage of another dropped ball and scored another try. Marcus then made 
a great run with a palm off, however was unable to make it around the strong defence. The Dragons then scored a 
length of the field try but Tommy responded making a brilliant run up to the line and around the defence to score. 
The Dragons managed another length of the field try to finish the game. 
Unfortunately we lost on the day but considering our team was struck with illness throughout the week, the boys 
put in one of their best efforts yet! 
 
MOM Marcus Khoury 
 

 
 

U/6 Div 1 Won 38-26 v Moorebank. 
 
A good win this week from the boys scoring a run away victory against an improved Moorebank side.  Again we 
started a little slow and we found our selves behind on the score board by 8 pts but we managed to find a little bit 
of form and get back in the game. The score to and fro’d for most of the game until we took control in the last third 
and ran out eventual winners.  
Good games were had by all the boys with each one contributing something special. Mark Bishara opened our 
scoring with a barging run down the side line and Aidrien and Jack added their own tries to the board not long after. 
James, Mitchel and Lucas C all made good yards for the team with Lucas C crossing over for a well deserved try. 
Lucas P, Lachlan and Matthew all did their best with Matthew unlucky this week not to get a try putting the ball 
down just short of the line.  Our man of the match award this week went to Fred Safi who scored not only his first 
try but managed to bag himself a double. Well done Fred those hard runs up the middle were excellent. 
Although it was a good win we still need a lot of work on our Defence and tackling techniques. We need to move up 
faster and tackle lower with our shoulders and not try and grab hold of their jerseys. 
 
 

 
Under 7’s, Div 3 Won 18-16 v Berala 
The Saints Under 7’s Div 3 team came up against Berala in what was billed a must win game for the Saints. From 
the kick off it was clear that Berala had come to win, their star player in the No: 2 jersey broke though the Saints 
brick wall, the only thing stopping him from scoring a try was a fantastic around the legs tackle by Josh  the 
enforcer, the tackle was so good that the ball was dropped, jumping Josh quickly turned defence into attack 
running 90 meters and beating tackles to crash over for opening try.  
Magic Max continued his excellent goal kicking record slotting the ball over the posts & at 6-0 the Saints were very 
excited. Our excitement was short lived as the Berala star player crossed for two unanswered trys, luckily for the 
Saints no goals were scored. With toughness reminiscent of all-time hard man David 'Cement' Gillespie keeping 



Saints in the game were hard hitting tackles & line breaking runs by menacing Mason , Murry  the mauler and 
Marcus  the destroyer. 
The second session started well with speedster Alex  turning on the afterburners leaving Berala players in his dust 
as he crossed untouched for the Saints second try in the match, coach Steve  could hardly contain his excitement 
with his side leading 10-8, however Berala were determined to fight on. Luckily for the Saints the little in stature but 
lion hearted talented Thomas and terrifying Tarley were chopping the legs of all who were coming their way. 
The final session saw the score change with Berala crossing for another two trys and with the scoreboard reading 
16-10 it looked like we were done. But enter Mr Matthew Cutrupi  who dazzled the Berala defence with sidesteps 
and speed to cross for the Saints 3rd try and when magic  Max kicked the goal the Saints were edging closer to a 
win, however with controversy to rival Billy “Hollywood” Harrigans horribly senseless, incorrect decision which cost 
the Dragons the 1999 Grand final, the two points from Max’s conversion were not counted as this was his second 
conversion attempt, whilst reaching for the defibrillator coach Steve could be heard muttering the word….”lesson 
learnt”. 
The game was not over yet, and in a move which earnt them the oppositions respect and the adulation of adoring 
fans, Billy  the kid and miracle worker Matthew combined to put on the match winning try. For his excellent efforts 
Billy the kid was awarded the encouragement award whilst Matthew received man of the match honors.   
In the post match interview, coach Steve and trainers Paul & Anthony agreed that all the boys played well, but we 
must learn to tackle around the legs and stay away from the sidline. Coach Steve was also very excited that 
Steamroller Sam and our mid season Kiwi import Evan would both be playing this week…….GO SAINTS!! 

 
 

Under 7/1 Lost 22-16 v Moorebank Rams  
 
After almost playing all the teams in our grade, Moorebank Rams were the last ones for us to play against. We 
have a record so far this year of three wins and one loss, and we were hoping to add another win against these 
guys, but maybe we were too cocky coming into this game. 
Moorebank scored two tries early against us, so our defence had to improve dramatically if we were to stay in it. 
Also our ball handling seemed pretty bad, and we needed to hold onto the pill at all costs.  
We came back within 6 points of them and they held onto their lead with the final score being 22-16. Oscar 
Moseley scored two of our tries with his blockbusting runs. Hayden Swibel scored one with some fancy footwork 
breaking the line… what a great little step he’s got! Hayden also converted his goal, with Kian Boyne kicking our 
other conversion. Kian had a great game, and was a deserved Man of the Match, making a heap of tackles and 
some great straight runs!  
Let’s hope the boys learn from their mistakes this week, because our next opponents Greenacre, will not be taking 
a backward step against us, after we beat them in Round 1. 
 

 
 

Promote your business with St Christopher’s JRLFC  

St. Christopher's offers a unique opportunity for suitable businesses to promote their products and services through 
sponsorship of our Club.  
Benefits include -  
• Advertising on our Club website  
• Promotion in the Club's regular newsletter and other publications  
• Promotion of sponsor goods and services at Club activities  
 

 
U8’s D3 Lost 14 – 44 V Revesby Rhinos 
 
This week saw the boy’s playing at home and taking on the competition leaders in a game that started off fairly well 
for the TEAM. Which required the assistance of a few U7s D3 players to complete the side’s numbers. As there 
were a few players unable to play due to not feeling well, (Thank you Marcus Sahyoun, Matthew Cutrupi  & 
Murray Hardy ). 
 
The boys managed to hold the Rhinos scoreless until the final minutes of the first third and even though this 
resulted in the side trailing the opposition for the remainder of the match .The TEAM continued to play their best 
and never gave up which in the end also resulted in the sides ability to put some much needed and valuable points 
on the score board. With some very clever tries being scored from dummy half and all over the field in also not 
forgetting to mention our successful kick at goal,(hang in there boys you are improving every week)…  
 
With this weeks Man of the Match Award  going to Blake Dimovski. Who was a handful to the opposition when 
ever he touched the ball. Scored a top try and then back it up with a great kick at conversion. Well done Blake……  
 
To also add this weeks tries being awarded to: Blake Dimovski, (1), Blake Muscat, (1), Ky Rodored a, (1).With 
our successful attempt at conversion also going to Blake Dimvoski.  



 
U/8 Div 2 Lost 30-6 v East Hills 
 
 

U/8 Div 1 Lost 6 – 34 V St Johns 
 
After 2 away games we were back at Delauney this week and faced a much physically larger side in St Johns.  
This was a very difficult game for the boys and our spectators as it is one of those games in which we could not get 
any momentum or match the opposition in most aspects of the game, which is very unusual as we are normally 
very competitive. 
 
We started the game very well with Alex kicking off to the sideline and our chase forcing an error.  We struggled to 
make ground despite some determine runs Kaled, Luke, Jared and Ricardo all leading to Trent nearly scoring on 
the first set.  Trent got hurt in this tackle and had to come off for treatment with Jordan coming on as a 
replacement.  St Johns scored a long range try from inside their own half on their first possession and converted to 
give them the lead 0 – 6.  From the restart we faced a very fast and effective defence and this set the tone for the 
rest of the third, which despite some good efforts in defence from Zac and Sean moving up we were on the back 
foot and waiting for St Johns to come to us. Taking advantage of this St Johns posted 2 more tries and another 
conversion to lead 0 – 16 at the break. 
 
The second third was much like the first and we struggled to make ground with our boys trying to go wide to get 
around the defence before we were going forward.  The boys all worked hard in defence, but as our line was not 
moving forward the game was being played at the tempo set by St Johns.  Despite some desperate efforts in 
defence St Johns scored 2 more tries to extend the lead at the break 0 – 24. 
 
The boys might have been behind on the scoreboard, but they came back and scored points on the first set of the 
last third, following another big kick off from Ricardo which was knocked on by St Johns in their twenty.  Ricardo 
made a strong run from close to the line and carried several St Johns players over the line with him and with Jared 
slotting the conversion we were behind 6 -24. The boys played with a lot of pride in this third and a number were 
carrying injuries from the game.   St Johns scored 2 more tries and a conversion late in this third to finish the 
scoring at 6 – 34. 
 
This was a footy game, which similar to the NRL and other levels, that if the opposition gets the momentum (a roll 
on) it is very hard to stop and regain for your team. The boys played against a much physically larger and fast side 
and we were on the back foot all day in defence.  As is the way in these situations the harder you try, the more 
difficult it becomes to stay in the game and the boys saw and felt this today. However the boys are still learning the 
game (these types of games are part of that process) and we were pleased that they did not stop trying all game.  
We will put this game behind us, learning lessons from it and commence preparing for our next game. 
 
GO THE SAINTS. 
Tries:  Ricardo X1 
Goals:   Jared X1 
Goop Guys M.O.M:   Zac 
ENC: Ricardo 

 
 
 
U/9 Div 2  -  Won 28-16 v Revesby Heights 
 
         
 

U/10 Div 1  Lost 50-6 v Sports  
  
 

   U/11-3s  BYE 
 
 

U/11 Div 1 Lost 28-0 v Dragons 
 
The score didn’t really indicate how well our boys played against a team that was twice our size.  It was obvious 
the boys were quite nervous about their size when they saw the Dragons warning up. This became apparent 
when the Dragons scored 12-points in the first 5 minutes of the game. However, our boys seemed to realize that 
if they tackled together and helped each other, the big boys went down a lot easier. Ryan really stepped up this 
week and lead by example. His tackling and running was the best we have seen of him all season. Josh Fuller 



moved into dummy half in the second half and showed some of our big boys how to tackle. Vincent played his 
best running game of the season and had no fear in taking it up time after time. Once again Cameron, Kueva 
and Blake were excellent in defence and Christian gave us good field position with his kicking game. Callum 
was fearless in defence up the middle, constantly hitting the big Dragons players and he should be commended 
on his efforts. Lachlan moved into halfback in the second half and gave good service to his outside backs and 
as always was solid in defence. Billy saved at least 3 tries as he cleaned up the Dragons pinpoint kicks on the 
4th and 5th tackles. Jordan continued to impress with his solid running and Noah and Isaac both had strong 
games in attack and defence.  Great effort boys, the coaching staff and your parents were all very proud of your 
effort. You never gave up and that is what impressed us all. 

 
 
U12’s D3 Won 16 – 6 V Greenacre Tigers 
 
This week saw the boys travel down to Roberts Park knowing that a much needed win against a very consistent 
Tigers side. Was exactly what was required in kick starting their revival in ensuring that all has not been lost. 
Regarding some missed opportunities in gaining some much needed competition points from the last couple of 
rounds. 
 
The first half saw the boys requiring to play some patient football with the opposition posting the first points of the 
match.  As a result  the boy’ were required to defend hard together as a TEAM in stopping some of the larger 
opposition units from making valuable metres straight up the middle of the park. To also include spreading the ball 
out wide in attack and creating several opportunities which eventually enabled the them to go into the half time 
break 12 – 6 on the scoreboard. 
 
The second half also started off as the first half and eventually the TEAM was able to go out wide again and score 
another try and seal the match. That  not only resulted in some very  entertaining football being played in general, 
but also allowed the team  the much needed victory  everyone had been waiting  for,(boy’s it was a very gutsy 
win from start to finish)……..  
 
With this week’s Man of the Match Award  goes to Cooper Ellison. Who not only had a blinder, but continued to 
create opportunities every time he had the ball, scored a top try out wide and defended with determination all 
game. Well done Cooper…. 
 
To also include this weeks tries being awarded to Mohamad Arnaout, (2), Cooper Ellison,  (1). With our 
successful attempts at conversion going to Mohamad Arnaout, Luke Colley. 
 

 

 
U12-1 RD 4 
 
Won 22-18 V Moorebank W 
 
We all knew it was going to be a tough game, after going down to  
Moorebank B two weeks ago.  A bad kick at kickoff handed the opposition good field position right from the start.  
They scored an early converted try, the boys hit back with a converted try by Christian making it 6-6.   A converted 
try just before half time saw Moorebank lead, 10-6.  After a stern word from the coach at the break, the boys knew 
they had to step up their game.  They started to pass the ball around, and with some great runs from the likes of 
Jaidin and Josh the boys got out of trouble.  Michael showed his usual brilliance, in the second half, scoring a hat 
trick, and all tries were converted.  Moorebank scored 2 more tries in the second half but the difference in the end 
score was the missed conversion attempts by Moorebank. Whilst the boys came away with the win, 22-18, there is 
still plenty of work to do before next week’s game against St John’s last year’s joint premiers.  If they are to 
compete with the top teams they need to make sure they get off to a better start. Keep working hard boys, it will 
pay off in the end. 
 
WIN 22-18 
 
Tries: Christian, Michael (3) 
Goals: Bodie, Lachlan, Riley and Peter 
 
MOM: Jaidin 
 
 

 



 
 

U13/2's Lost  58-12 v Berala  
  
The Coach knew the boys were off their game from the warm up and they may have lost this 
game before the kick off. We matched this team in the first 10 minutes and it looked like 
our forced errors was keeping them in the game. A try to Hayden, converted by Sammy and the 
boys were shouting stick to the game plan. Unfortunately more dropped ball and penalties 
followed. A good team try to Joel and another great goal to Sammy and we went into half time 
at 12 - 18.  
  
Our boys then allowed Berala to dictate the game and they scored at will putting 40 
unanswered points on us in the 2nd half. Some highlights were a 70 metre chase by Sammy to 
halt a certain try, an attempted intercept by Lachlan which saved a try, great takes by 
Anthony at fullback, and some hard running from Moey, Abdul and Liam. Adam, Jack and Luke 
worked hard in the middle but our attack was simple 1 ups, and our defence soft with plenty 
of the boys not muscling up on their bigger boys. We will meet this Team again and with the 
right attitude we can match them, but our boys need to want too!  
 
Tries: Hayden and Joel 
Goals: Sammy x 2 

 
 
 

U/14 Div 1  BYE  
 

 
Under 15’s  Won 24-22 v Regents Park 
After an impressive showing last week against St John’s I expected another good effort on Mother’s Day against 
Regent’s Park at Hammondville. Unfortunately the coach’s pre game speech had the opposite effect (to what was 
intended) and the boys played poorly.  Running into a strong breeze RP kicked off, we muffed it and they scored at 
the end of their first set. Using the breeze we clawed our way back, scoring two tries to take the lead until some 
soft defence from us let them in right on half time.  
Running into a stiff breeze in the second half made the task difficult as we were nowhere near playing like we can. 
Regents Park to their credit kept banging away and eventually took the lead mid way through the half.  It took a bit 
of luck for us to take back the lead with several minutes remaining, only to surrender possession on the 
subsequent kick ( a short one). We then battled for 5 minutes to keep them out and hold onto a slender 24 – 22 
win. 
A special thanks to Devante, Fatu and Steele from the U/14’s. Thanks for helping out on your Sunday. 
I don’t know if it was the wind, the chat in the sheds beforehand or what, but it was a poor performance all round 
and one I’m going to quickly forget. We can do a lot better. 

 
 
 
 
U/19 –  Won 42-0 v Liverpool Catholic Club. 
 
 

 A Res Lost 20-10 v Hurstville 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

THANK YOU TO OUR GENEROUS SPONSORS 
(see website for full details)  

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  



 

 
 

 
 

            

 



  

 

 
 



 

This Weeks Games Sat 19 th May 
U/6 Div 4 9.00 Milperra Colts Killara Res 
U/6 Div 2 9.00 Bulls Bill Delauney 
U/6 Div 1  BYE  
U/7 Div 3 9.40 Auburn Warriors Bill Delauney 
U/7 Div 1 11.00 Greenacre Roberts Park 
U/8 Div 3 11.40 Greenacre Roberts Park 
U/8 Div 2 10.20 Berala Bill Delauney 
U/8 Div 1 11.00 Bsankstown Sports Bill Delauney 
U/9 Div 2 11.40 East Hills Bill Delauney 
U/10 Div 1 12.30 Berala Bill Delauney 
U/11 Div 3 1.20 St Johns Bill Delauney 
U/11 Div 1 2.10 Chester Hill Bill Delauney 
U/12 Div 3 12.10 Auburn Warriors Lidcombe Oval 
U/12 Div 1 11.10 East Hills Smith Park 
U/13 Div 2 12.20 East Hills Smith Park 
U/14 Div 1 3.00 St Johns Bill Delauney 
    
Sunday Games  20th May  
    
U/15 Div 2 1.20 Holy Cross Birchgrove Oval 
U/19 Div 1 3.00 Dragons Hammondville Oval 
A Res  WOF  

 
 

Social Events 
Annual Ball 
 
Friday 8th June – Long Weekend – no footy. A must do on the social calendar!!!! $80/head – 
buffet meal and Drinks until 11pm. Start organising your tables of 10 or 12 now. 
 

Kids Disco 
Sunday 10th June – Panania Diggers Auditorium – FREE !!! 
 

Annual Golf Day 
6th July - Start organising your groups of 4. 
 

Poker Tournament 
 
4th August 
 



 
 
 
 

Raffle Winners 
 
Raffle Winners 

$50 Meat Baron voucher – Chris "Fozzie" Forster 

Meat Trays - John Coates and John McDonald 

 
  

 
 

Raffle Roster 
 

 Friday 18/5, Joker Draw raffle at Revesby Pacific from 5:30 – 7:00, Under 19's 
Saturday 19/5: 

(a)   Revesby Pacific Hotel, Meat Tray raffles from 3:30 – 5:30, Under 12’s 
(b)   Panania Diggers, Meat Tray raffles from 3:30 – 5:30, Under 8’s 

 
 
 
 
 

Saints Merchandise 
 

On Sale this weekend: 
 

Hoodies 
Beanies 
Scarfs 
Shirts 
Shorts 
Caps 

Key Rings and Stubby Holders 
 
 

 



Get all of your supporters gear this weekend at 
Bill Delauney 

 
VOTE FOR DAYSTAR IN LOCAL BUSINESS AWARDS 
  
Daystar First National Real Estate is a major sponsor of our football 
club. Their sponsorship has funded our score board - the best of any 
junior league club in the world, and every player will soon be wearing 
training shirts that are also funded primarily by Daystar. We 
appreciate this generosity. 
  
As a Club we aim to support our sponsors, but most of us deal with 
real estate agents infrequently. So let's show our gratitude to Daystar 
by voting for them now in the Local Business Awards: 
  
- In your web browser go to: thebusinessawards.com  
- Under "Local Business Awards" choose "Bankstown" 
- Select the "Vote" tab, Vote Now 
- Enter your personal information as the voter 
- Click the "Vote 1" button 
- Select "Real Estate Agency" as the category 
- Select "First National Daystar" 78 Cahors Road Padstow 
- Click "Add Vote to List" button 
- Click "Submit" button 


